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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Public Service Electric and Gas Company Docket No. 50-354
Hope Creek Generating Station, Unit 1 License No. CpPR-120

As a result of the inspection conducted from December 4,1983 - January 3,
1984, and in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2, Appendix C),
the following violation was identified:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, requires that activities affecting
quality be inspected for conformance with the documents for accompli;hing
the activity. PSE&G Quality Assurance Instruction 10-1 requires that
Bechtel inspect such activities. Bechtel QC Instruction PQCI W-1.00
requires that welds be inspected to assure that quality requirements are
met, witt. canger sketch 1-P-FC-007-H100 requiring use of a partial penetra-
tion weld ',o make a skewed T-joint connection.

Contrary to the above, NRC inspection of skewed T-joint welds on December
5, 1983, for pipe support 1-P-FC-007-H10Q showed that Bechtel did not
assure that quality requirements were met in that a fillet weld was used
to make the siewed T-joint connection. Subsequent licensee review identi-
fied three additional skewed T-joint welds with the similar problem.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Sepplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Public Service Electric and Gas
Company is hereby required to submit to this office, within 30 days of the date
of the letter which transmitted this Notice, a written statement or explanation
in reply including: (1) the corrective steps which have been taken and the
results achieved; (2) corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further
violations; and (3) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Where good
cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending this response time.
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